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Abstract: This study presents a novel tracking control scheme for an underwater vehicle-manipulator system (UVMS) where the
proposed controller is not only used to track the prescribed sub-region but also allows the use of the self-motion to perform
various sub-tasks (i.e. drag minimisation, obstacle avoidance and manipulability) because of the kinematically redundant
system. In the proposed control scheme, the desired primary task of the UVMS is specified as two sub-regions that are
assigned for the vehicle and end-effector. Despite the parametric uncertainty associated with the underwater dynamic model,
the controller ensures the sub-task tracking without affecting the sub-region and attitude tracking control objective. The
Lyapunov-type approach is utilised to design the controller and an extension to an adaptive-robust control scheme with
multiple sub-regions and sub-task objectives is also performed to illustrate the flexibility of the approach. The presence of
variable ocean currents creates hydrodynamic forces and moments that are not well known or predictable, even though they
are bounded. Therefore the control task of tracking a prescribed sub-region trajectory is challenging because of these additive
bounded disturbances. Furthermore, multiple sub-task criteria that are formulated using a weighted-sum approach are added to
the control objective. Simulation results are presented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed control law.
1 Introduction

Underwater vehicle-manipulator systems (UVMS) have been
widely used in underwater manipulation tasks such as
platform maintenance, pipeline inspection and ocean
exploration. The UVMS consists of an underwater vehicle
(UV) and one or more manipulators (i.e. n dimensional) and
is known as a kinematically redundant system because it has
more degrees of freedom (DOF) than is required to perform
a task in operational space (i.e. m dimensional). These extra
DOFs, owing to DOFs provided by the vehicle and onboard
manipulator, allow the system to achieve increased flexibility
for the execution of sophisticated underwater tasks. Any link
velocity in the null space (i.e. n 2 m) of the UVMS Jacobian
will not affect the operational space velocity. This fact is
commonly referred to as self-motion since it is not observed
in the operational space. Thus, there are generally an infinite
number of solutions for the inverse kinematics of a UVMS
system; that is manipulability [1] and distance of mechanical
joint limits [1, 2]. However, most of these papers explicitly
calculated the inverse kinematics in their control technique.
In the case where the desired target is defined as a region, it
is convenient to design the control law in the operational
space, that is, no computation of inverse kinematics.
Examples of operational-based control schemes for an
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UVMS are; a task space inverse dynamics controller was
reported by Tarn and Yang in [3], Fossen proposed an
adaptive macro–micro control for a non-autonomous UVMS
in [4] where Barbalat’s Lyapunov-like lemma is used to
prove the stability of the proposed scheme.

Recently, a region reaching control scheme was proposed for
an underwater robot [5, 6] where the desired target is specified
as a region instead of a point. Fig. 1a illustrates a region
reaching control scheme for an UV where the system is kept
within a minimum and maximum depth in water. In the
UVMS region reaching control technique [5], there are two
separated regions that were assigned for two different
structures. The secondary region is specified for the macro
system (UV) whereas the primary region is specified for the
mini system (onboard manipulator). Nevertheless, the region
control laws in [5] are focused on reaching a stationary
region. In many underwater tracking problems, the system is
required to follow a moving target with time constraint, that
is, a pipeline maintenance task as depicted in Fig. 1b, rather
than reaching a static target. In order to overcome this, a
region tracking scheme was proposed for a fixed-base robot
manipulator in [7], where an adaptive approach is utilised
such that the desired target is specified as a moving target.

In order to achieve accurate end-effector tracking while
allowing the self-motion of the system to be available for
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performance augmentation Zergeroglu et al. presented a
model-based controller that achieves exponential tracking
for a fixed-based manipulator in [8]. The extensions for
adaptive and model-based output feedback-type controllers
were also presented; however, the controller proposed either
required exact knowledge of the dynamics or the uncertain
robot dynamics to be linearly parameterisable and did not
take into account the external disturbances. In order to
overcome these, a robust controller with multiple sub-task
objectives was proposed in [9] that guaranteed a uniformly
ultimately bounded task-space end-effector position and
sub-task tracking.

Several parameterisations exist to describe the UVMS
orientation angles, including three-parameter representations
and a non-minimum four-parameter representation given by
the unit quaternion. Instead of using the three-parameter
representations that always exhibit orientation singularities,
the unit quaternion-based approach is a solution to represent
the UVMS orientation without any singularities. Some
previous works that deal with the quaternion-based control
formulation for an UV can be found in [1, 10, 11].

In this paper, the design of a sub-region tracking controller
for a kinematically redundant UV manipulator system using a
generalised/pseudo-inverse-based formulation is considered.
The proposed controller is developed in order to achieve the
sub-region and sub-task tracking despite the underwater
parametric uncertainties. The proposed control strategy does
not require the computation of the inverse kinematics and
performs the self-motion of the onboard manipulator using
the extra DOF. In addition, a non-minimum four-parameter
representation is used to resolve the singularities related to
the three-parameter representation. An extension to an
adaptive-robust control scheme with multiple sub-regions
and sub-task objectives is performed to show the flexibility
and robustness of the approach. The error formulation for
multiple sub-regions is presented based on the method in
[7, 12] and the adaptive-robust control law is designed
owing to its robustness against the modelling uncertainties
and additive disturbances. Additionally, further work is
performed to investigate the use and manipulation of
multiple sub-task criteria, described in [13], to analyse their
effects on the underwater robot performance.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
summarises unit quaternion representation. Section 3 presents

Fig. 1 Region control for an UV

a Region reaching task
b Region tracking task
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the kinematic and dynamic properties of a redundant UVMS.
Section 4 discusses the sub-region tracking control objective
and details the error system development. An extension to an
adaptive-robust control scheme with multiple sub-regions and
sub-task objectives is given in Section 5. The use of multiple
sub-task criteria for possible performance enhancement is
presented in Section 6. Section 7 shows the simulation results
of the proposed control law. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
paper with a summary.

2 Unit quaternion representation

In 3D underwater operational space, a three-parameter
representation, like roll, pitch and yaw forms only a local
parameterisation and exhibits singularities [14]. Alternatively,
the unit quaternion (or Euler parameters) can be used to
represent attitude without singularities with one constraint
equation. Moreover, the quaternion provides a global non-
singular parameterisation with desirable computational
properties [10].

Consider two orthonormal right-handed coordinate frames:
the inertial fixed frame,

∑
i and body-fixed frame,

∑
v. Define

the attitude matrix, R as a 3 × 3 matrix from the body-fixed
frame to the inertial fixed frame. The unit quaternion
representation of the rotational matrix, R can be defined by

e = [e0 e1 e2 e3]T = [e0 eT
1 ]T [ R4 (1)

With

e0 = cos(Ø/2); ee W k sin (∅/2)

where Ø and k(t) [ R3 are the Euler angle/axis parameters
subject to the constraint eTe = 1. The rotational matrix can
be determined through the formula

R = (e2
0 − eT

1 e1)I3 + 2e1e
T
1 − 2e0e

×
1 (2)

where for any vector a = a1 a2 a3

[ ]T
, the notation a×

denotes the skew-symmetric matrix and the product aTa×

satisfies the following property

aTa× = [0 0 0]T (3)

Generally, the relationship between the unit quaternion and
angular velocity is in the body-fixed frame, v can be
obtained using the quaternion propagation equation

ė = 1

2
−eT

1

e0I3 + e×1

[ ]
v = 1

2
E(e)v (4)

where the Jacobian E(1) satisfies the following important
properties

E(e)TE(e) = I3×3 and E(e)Te = 0 (5)

Consequently, from (4), the inverse kinematics can be
computed as

v = 2ET(e)ė (6)
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3 UVMS model

3.1 Vehicle kinematic model

The relationship between the inertial and body-fixed vehicle
velocity can be described using the Jacobian matrix Jv(ev)
in the following form

ṗv

ėv

[ ]
=

Rv(ev) 03×3

03×3

1

2
E(ev)

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ vv

vv

[ ]
⇔ ḣv = Jv(ev)v (7)

where pv [ R3 and ev [ R4 denote the position and the unit
quaternion representation of the vehicle, respectively,
expressed in the inertial fixed frame. Rv and E are defined
as in (2) and (4), respectively. The linear and angular
velocities of the vehicle, vv [ R3 and vv [ R3, respectively,
are described in terms of the body-fixed frame.

3.2 Manipulator kinematic model

For an n-link manipulator, the joint position state vector
is defined by q = [q1 q2 · · · qn]T [ Rn and the end-effector

composition vector is described by zv,m = vpT
v,m

veT
v,m

[ ]T

[ R7, where vpv,m [ R3 and vev,m [ R4 are the position and
unit quaternion orientation representations, respectively. The
superscript v indicates that the vectors are expressed in the
body-fixed frame. The relationship between body-fixed
manipulator velocity żv,m and joint velocity q̇ can be
represented using the analytical Jacobian of the manipulator
as [15]

vṗv,m
vėv,m

[ ]
=

Jmp(q)

Jmo(q)

[ ]
q̇ ⇔ żv,m = J ′

m(q)q̇ (8)

where Jmp [ R3×n and Jmo [ R4×n denote the position and
orientation Jacobian matrices from the manipulator base to
end-effector, respectively. The end-effector angular velocity
expressed in the manipulator base frame vvv,m is related to
vėv,m through (4). Applying (5) and (8) into (4), the
following expression relating the generalised end-effector
velocity vector can be obtained

vM =
vṗv,m
vvv,m

[ ]
= JM (vev,m, q)q̇ (9)

where JM (vev,m, q) [ R6×n is the end-effector Jacobian
matrix and is explicitly defined as

JM (vev,m, q) W
Jmp(q)

2ET(vev,m)Jmo(q)

[ ]
(10)

where E is defined as in (4).
In the following expressions, a redundant manipulator is

considered (i.e. n . 6), and thus the inverse kinematics at
the velocity level can be obtained using (9) as follows

q̇ = J
†
M vM + (In − J

†
M JM )z (11)

where In denotes the n × n identity matrix, (In − J
†
M JM ) is the

projection matrix into the null space of JM . (In − J
†
M JM )z is the
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homogeneous solution of (11) orthogonal to its particular

solution, J
†
M vM · J

†
M [ Rn×m is the Moore–Penrose pseudo-

inverse of the manipulator Jacobian and is defined as

J
†
M = J T

M (JM J T
M )−1 (12)

which is also termed as the right pseudo-inverse since

JM J
†
M = I6. From (11), the vector z [ Rn denotes an

auxiliary velocity that can be constructed to improve the
performance of the manipulator according to an additional
control objective (e.g. manipulability measure). This possible
performance enhancement is achieved by optimising a proper
performance criterion function, instead of z. Let H(q) [ R
be the optimal positive function, then z is defined as

z = k∇H(q) (13)

where ∇H(q) is the gradient of H(q) and k is a real-valued
scalar. Note that, the pseudo-inverse defined by (12)
satisfies the Moore–Penrose conditions and the properties

of the null space matrix (In − J
†
M JM ) [16].

3.3 Dynamic model

Define the velocity vector as j = v q̇
[ ]T

, and thus the
equation of motion of the UV with an onboard manipulator
is given in the body-fixed frame [1, 17]

M (q)j̇+ C(q, j)j+ D(q, j)j+ g(hv, q) = t (14)

where M (q) [ R(6+n)×(6+n) is the inertia matrix including
added mass, C(q, j)j [ R(6+n) is the vector of Coriolis and
centripetal terms, D(q, j)j [ R(6+n) is the vector of
hydrodynamic damping, g(hv, q) [ R(6+n) is the vector of
gravity and buoyancy forces, t [ R(6+n) is the vector of
generalised forces acting on the vehicle and joint torque.
The equations of motion of the UV with an onboard
manipulator, (14), are formulated based on the iterative
Newton–Euler algorithm where the hydrodynamic forces
are also included [17]. The presentation of the dynamic
equation in matrix forms is omitted as they are extremely
complex.Properties of the dynamic equation described by
(14) are given as follows [1]:

Property 1: The inertia matrix M(q) is symmetric and
positive definite such that M (q) = M T(q) . 0.

Property 2: Ṁ (q) − 2C(q, j) is skew symmetric.
Property 3: The hydrodynamic damping matrix D(q,j), is

positive definite, that is D(q, j) = DT(q, j) . 0.

The UVMS dynamic model as described in (14) is linear in
a set of dynamic parameters F [ Rnp and can be written as

M (q)j̇+ C(q, j)j+ D(q, j)j+ g(hv, q) = Y (q, hv, j, j̇)F

(15)

where Y (q, hv, j, j̇) [ R(6+n)×np is the UVMS regression
matrix; np is the total number of physical parameters. It is
assumed that if the arguments of Y (.) are bounded then Y (.)
is bounded.

Remark 1: The dynamic and kinematic terms for the general
UVMS, denoted above by M(q), C(q, j), D(q, j), g(hv, q),

JM (q) and J
†
M (q) are assumed to depend on q(t) as
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arguments of trigonometric functions and hence remain
bounded for all possible q(t). Using the fact that e(t) is

always bounded as e(t)Te(t) = 1, hence Jv and J†v are
bounded. If pv(t) is bounded then hv(t) is also bounded.
During the control development, it is assumed that if
vpv,m(t) is bounded then q(t) is a bounded signal.

Remark 2: During the subsequent control development, it is
assumed that the minimum singular value of the onboard
manipulator Jacobian matrix, denoted by sm, is greater than
a known small positive constant d . 0, such that

max{‖J
†
M (q)‖} is known a priori and all kinematic

singularities are always avoided.

4 Sub-region tracking control objective and
error system formulation

The UVMS control objective is to design the control law such
that the vehicle and end-effector in the task space can follow
their individual desired sub-regions and orientation as closely
as possible. As illustrated in Fig. 2, two sub-regions are
assigned for the vehicle and end-effector. Additionally, the
designed control signal should also enable the redundancy
of the manipulator to execute a sub-task defined by a
motion optimisation measure.

The vehicle region tracking error ẽpv and end-effector

region tracking error ẽpm are defined as follows

ẽpv =
0, f (dpv) ≤ 0

f (dpv)
∂f (dpv)

∂(dpv)

( )T

, f (dpv) . 0

⎧⎨
⎩
⇔ ẽpv W max (0, f (dpv))

∂f (dpv)

∂(dpv)

( )T

(16)

ẽpm =
0, f (dvpv,m) ≤ 0

f (dvpv,m)
∂f (dvpv,m)

∂(dvpv,m)

( )T

, f (dvpv,m) . 0

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
⇔ ẽpm W max (0, f (dvpv,m))

∂f (dvpv,m)

∂(dvpv,m)

( )T

(17)

where pv and vpv,m are as defined previously. Similar to the
region definition in [5, 7], the desired vehicle and end-effector
region, represented by the scalar function f (dpv) [ R and
f (dvpv,m) [ R, respectively, are defined as follows

f (dpv) ≤ 0 (18)

f (dvpv,m) ≤ 0 (19)

Fig. 2 Sub-region tracking tasks of a UVMS
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wheredpv = (pv,d − pv) [ R3 anddvpv,m= (vpv,m,d −v pv,m) [
R3 denote the continuous first partial derivatives. pv,d(t) [ R3

is the reference point inside the desired vehicle region and
vpv,m,d(t) [ R3 is the reference point inside the desired end-
effector region. pv,d and vpv,m,d can be obtained using a
method similar to that in [10, 18] such that the end-effector
tracking primary task is achieved. In order to ensure
simultaneous region tracking of the vehicle and end-effector,
the region functions are bounded by

f (dpv) ≤ f (dpv,m) (20)

where dpv,m represents the continuous first partial derivatives
of the end-effector expressed in the inertial fixed frame.
Next, the two vectors ṗvr and vṗv,mr that are useful are defined

ṗvr = ṗv,d + lv1ẽpv (21)

vṗv,mr = vṗv,m,d + lm1ẽpm (22)

where ẽpv and ẽpm are defined in (16) and (17), respectively,
lv1 and lm1 are diagonal and positive-definite gain matrices.
It is assumed that pv,d(t), ṗv,d(t), p̈v,d(t), vpv,m,d(t), vṗv,m,d(t),
vp̈v,m,d(t) are all bounded functions of time. Note that, for a
boundedness of f (dpv), dpv is bounded. Likewise, if
f (dvpv,m) is bounded, then dvpv,m is also bounded.

The error between the actual and desired orientation for the
vehicle and manipulator can be generalised as follows [10]

R̃ W RRT
d = (ẽ2

0 − ẽT
1 ẽ1)I3 + 2ẽ1ẽT

1 − 2ẽ0ẽ×1 (23)

where R is defined in (2) and Rd is the rotational matrix of R
expressing the desired orientation that is also described by
the quaternion e W [e0,d eT

1,d]T. The corresponding unit
quaternion representation is denoted by ẽ W [ẽ0 ẽT

1 ]T. Thus,
the quaternion propagation equation can be considered as

˙̃e0 = − 1

2
ẽT
1 ṽ

˙̃e1 =
1

2
(ẽ0I3 + ẽ×1 )ṽ

(24)

where ṽ = vd − v; v is defined in (7) for the vehicle and in
(9) for the manipulator. vd is the desired angular velocity of
the vehicle/manipulator.

Remark 3: Equation (24) is invertible provided ẽ0(t) = 0 for
any time. In order to ensure that ẽ0(t) = 0 for all time, the
desired trajectory must be initialised to guaranteed that
ẽ0(t) = 0, and the subsequent control design must ensure
that ẽ0(t) = 0 after the initial time.

The general filtered tracking error vector is defined as
r(t) = [rT

v (t) rT
m(t)]T [ R(6+n); rv(t) = [rvv

rvv
]T [ R6 and

rm(t) [ Rn. Based on the structure of (21) and (24) and the
subsequent stability analysis, an auxiliary signal for the
vehicle is defined as

rv W
RT

v ṗv,d + RT
v lv1ẽpv

vv,d + lv2ẽ1v

[ ]
− v =

ṽv

ṽv

[ ]
+ RT

v lv1ẽpv

lv2ẽ1v

[ ]

(25)

where v(t) is defined in (7) and lv2 is a diagonal gain matrix.
Alternatively, the available redundancy of the manipulator
IET Control Theory Appl., 2011, Vol. 5, Iss. 5, pp. 721–735
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can be exploited to introduce additional constraints to be
satisfied along with the manipulator motion coordination.
Thus, after taking account of (22) and the structure of (24),
the filtered tracking error for the redundant manipulator can
be obtained as

rm W J
†
M

vṗv,m,d + lm1ẽpm
vvv,m,d + lm2ẽ1m

[ ]
+ (In − J

†
M JM )z − q̇

= ˙̃q + J
†
M

lm1ẽpm

lm2ẽ1m

[ ]
+ (In − J

†
M JM )z (26)

with lm2 being a diagonal and positive-definite gain matrix
and ˙̃q [ Rn is the joint velocity error. The vector z is
defined in (13) and In is the n × n identity matrix. Define
the sub-task tracking error as follows [19]

ẽsub = (In − J
†
M JM )(z − q̇) (27)

The properties of null space of the pseudo-inverse can be used
to show that the sub-task tracking error defined in (27) is also
regulated when rm(t) is regulated to obtain

ẽsub = (In − J
†
M JM )rm (28)

where (26) is pre-multiplied by (In − J
†
M JM ). Since the

Jacobian-related null-space matrix maintains full rank, thus
the sub-task control is also achieved [8, 20].

In general, the development of the open-loop error system
for r (t) can be obtained by pre-multiplying the inertia matrix
with the time derivative of r (t) to yield

Mṙ = Y (q, hv, j, jr, j̇r, z, ż)F− t− Cr − Dr (29)

where Y (q, hv, j, jr, j̇r, z, ż) [ R(6+n)×np denotes a
measurable regression matrix and F is defined in (15);
subscript r represent the components of j. Based on the
error system development and the subsequent stability
analysis, the proposed control law is

t = K0Kp

ẽpv

ẽ1v

ẽpm

ẽ1m

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎦+ Krr + Y F̂ (30)

with

K0 = diag{RT
v , I3, J T

M } [ R(6+n×12) and

Kp = diag{Kv1, kv2I3, Km1, km2I3} [ R12×12

where Kv1 = kv1I3 and Km1 = km1I3; kv1, km1, kv2 and km2 are
all positive scalars, Kr [ R(6+n)×(6+n) is a positive-definite
and diagonal gain matrix and I3 is a 3 × 3 identity matrix
F̂ represents the parameter estimate vector that is updated
according to

˙̂
F = G−1Y T(·)r (31)

where G−1 is a constant, positive-definite, diagonal gain
matrix. Substituting (30) into (29) produces the closed-loop
IET Control Theory Appl., 2011, Vol. 5, Iss. 5, pp. 721–735
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dynamics for r (t) as follows

Mṙ = −Y (·)F̃− Krr − K0Kp

ẽpv

ẽ1v

ẽpm

ẽ1m

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦− Cr − Dr (32)

where F̃(t) = F̂(t) −F denotes the parameter estimation
error. The stability of the sub-region, orientation and sub-
task tracking control is specified by Theorem 1 as follows:

Theorem 1: Let the initial conditions be selected such that
ẽov(0), ẽom(0) = 0. Then, the control law described in (30)
and (31) guarantees asymptotic sub-region, orientation and
sub-task tracking for the kinematically redundant robot
manipulator mounted on the UV given by (14) in the sense
that, limt�1 ẽpv, ẽpm, ẽ1v, ẽ1m, ẽsub = 0.

Proof: The following non-negative function is introduced to
analyse the stability of the proposed control law

V = 1

2
rTMr + 1

2
F̃

T
GF̃+ Vv + Vm (33)

where

Vv =
1

2
kv1

ẽT
pvẽpv

∂f (dpv)

∂(dpv)

( )T
∥∥∥∥∥

∥∥∥∥∥
2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ kv2[(1 − ẽov)2 + ẽT

1vẽ1v]

(34)

Vm = 1

2
km1

ẽT
pmẽpm

∂f (dvpv,m)

∂(dvpv,m)

( )T
∥∥∥∥∥

∥∥∥∥∥
2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ km2[(1 − ẽom)2 + ẽT

1mẽ1m]

(35)

V ≥ 0 in the sense of the positive definiteness of M, G, kv1,
kv2, km1 and km2. Differentiating V with respect to time and
taking into account (7), (10) and (24) yields

V̇ = 1

2
rTṀr + rTMṙ + F̃

T
G
˙̃
F+ V̇ v + V̇ m (36)

with

V̇ v = kv1ẽT
pvRvṽv + kv2ẽT

1vṽv (37)

V̇ m = [km1ẽT
pm km2ẽT

1m]JM
˙̃q (38)

Note that, ṽv and ṽv in (37) and ˙̃q in (38) can be substituted by
(25) and (26), respectively, to give

V̇ = 1

2
rTṀr + rTMṙ + F̃

T
G
˙̃
F+ kv1ẽT

pvRv(rvv
− lv1RT

v ẽpv)

+ kv2ẽT
1v(rvv

− lv2ẽ1v)

+ km1ẽT
pm km2ẽT

1m

[ ]
JM rm − J

†
M

lm1ẽpm

lm2ẽ1m

[ ]( )
(39)
725
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Substituting (31) and (32) into (39), V̇ can be rewritten as

V̇ = 1

2
rTṀr+ rT −Y (·)F̃−Krr−K0Kp

ẽpv

ẽ1v

ẽpm

ẽ1m

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦−Cr−Dr

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

+ F̃
T
Y Tr+ kv1ẽT

pvRvrvv
− kv1ẽT

pvlv1ẽpv + kv2ẽT
1vrvv

− kv2ẽT
1vlv2ẽ1v + ẽT

pmKm1 km2ẽT
1m

[ ]
JM rm

− ẽT
pmKm1lm1ẽpm − km2ẽT

1mlm2ẽ1m (40)

Then

V̇ = −rTKrr − rT
v

RT
v 03×3

03×3 I3×3

[ ]
Kv1 03×3

03×3 kv2I3×3

[ ]
ẽpv

ẽ1v

[ ]

− rT
mJ T

M

Km1 03×3

03×3 km2I3×3

[ ]
ẽpm

ẽ1m

[ ]
− rTDr + ẽT

pvKv1Rvrvv

+ kv2ẽT
1vrvv

+ ẽT
pmKm1 km2ẽT

1m

[ ]
JM rm − ẽT

pvKv1lv1ẽpv

− kv2ẽT
1vlv2ẽ1v − ẽT

pmKm1lm1ẽpm − km2ẽT
1mlm2ẽ1m (41)

where ˙̃
F = ˙̂

F is assumed (i.e. dynamic parameters are
constant). Applying Property 2 and Property 3 and
cancelling common terms, (41) can be obtained in final
form as

V̇ = −rT(D + Kr)r − ẽT
pvKv1ẽpv − kv2ẽT

1vlv2ẽ1v

− ẽT
pmKm1lm1ẽpm − km2ẽT

1mlm2ẽ1m (42)

Since V̇ in (42) is negative semi-definite, hence V is upper
bounded. Using the facts that V is upper bounded and that
the inertia matrix is uniformly positive definite, we can state
that ẽpv, ẽ1v, ẽpm, ẽ1m, r and F̃ are bounded. The
boundednessof ẽpv and ẽpm ensure the boundedness of
f (dpv) in (16) and f (dvpv,m) in (17), respectively; hence,
dpv(t) and dvpv,m(t) are also bounded. Based on the
assumption that pv,d(t), ṗv,d(t), p̈v,d(t), vpv,m,d(t), vṗv,m,d(t),
vp̈v,m,d(t), z(t) and ż(t) are all bounded and the facts outlined
in Remark 1, all of the signals are proven to remain
bounded except for q(t) owing to the redundancy of the
onboard manipulator [21]. These boundedness statements
can be utilised along with (24) and (29) and the
differentiation of (16) and (17) to conclude that ẽ1v, ˙̃e1m,
˙̃epv, ˙̃epm, and ṙ are bounded, hence V̈ , which is obtained by
differentiating (42) with respect to time, is also bounded.
Note that, since M(q) is lower bounded as delineated by the
positive-definite property of the inertia matrix, then V given
in (33) is lower bounded. Invoking Barbalat’ Lemma [22],
it can be stated that

lim
t�1

V̇ = 0 (43)
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which means

lim
t�1

ẽpv, ẽ1v, ẽpm, ẽ1m, r = 0 (44)

Therefore the convergence of ẽpv and ẽpm to zero implies that
f (dpv) ≤ 0 and f (dvpv,m) ≤ 0, respectively. From the
definition of ẽsub(t) in (28) and due to the boundedness of rm,

J
†
M and JM , the standard linear control argument can be used

to prove that ẽsub(t) � 0 as t � 1. Thus, it can be stated
that since r (t) is regulated then ẽsub is regulated and hence,
the sub-task control can be achieved as t � 1 A

5 Extension to an adaptive-robust
sub-region tracking control with multiple
sub-region and sub-task objectives

The control input presented in the previous section allows the
tracking of a single sub-region and sub-task objective.
However, in some applications of a UVMS, it involves the
use of multiple sub-regions and sub-task criteria. For
example, tracking a pipeline at a very specific region as
illustrated in Fig. 3 where the desired path is composed of
an intersection of multiple sub-regions. The local vehicle or
end-effector sub-regions consist of at least two local sub-
regions, namely an inner sub-region and outer sub-region.
These sub-regions intersect one another to yield an absolute
sub-region for the tracking control. This approach is
beneficial for the system when trying to avoid any obstacles
in its tracking region. The local sub-region intersection can
be exploited in various ways; spherical intersection or cubic
intersection as discussed in [5, 12]. Moreover, the
availability of the system’s redundancy can be used to
perform multiple sub-task criteria (i.e. drag minimisation
and manipulability) instead of a single sub-task. The
formulation of multiple sub-task criteria is briefly explained
in the subsequent sections.

In an underwater environment, the tracking control task is
challenging because of parametric uncertainties and an
additive bounded disturbance. The presence of variable
ocean currents creates hydrodynamic forces and moments
that are not well known or predictable, even though they
are bounded. Therefore an efficient controller for accurate
prescribed trajectory tracking should incorporate the robot
dynamics while being robust to parameteric uncertainties
associated with the dynamics and external disturbance. In
this section, the previously presented tracking controller is
extended to an adaptive robust controller and also enables
the use of multiple objectives. When an adaptive and robust

Fig. 3 Intersection of multiple local sub-region tracking objectives
of a UVMS
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control algorithm is employed, the adaptive approach satisfies
the learning ability, while the employed robust controller is
capable of rejecting bounded disturbances and increases
robustness to the uncertainties.

5.1 Control and error system formulation for
multiple sub-region objectives

The control objective is to design the input command signal
such that the vehicle and the end-effector can track their
desired local sub-regions and orientation references as
closely as possible. Note that, the desired local sub-region
is obtained from the intersection of multiple local sub-
regions. In order to find this, the vehicle region tracking
error z̃pv and end-effector region tracking error z̃pm are
defined as follows [7]

6̃pv W
∑N1

j=1

bvj

kv1

max(0, fvj(dpvj))
∂fvj(dpvj)

∂(dpvj)

( )T

(45)

6̃pm W
∑N2

i=1

bmi

km1

max(0, fmi(d
vpv,mi))

∂fmi(d
vpv,mi)

d(dvpv,mi)

( )T

(46)

where bvj and bmi are the positive constants. The subscripts
v and m denote the vehicle and manipulator end-effector,
respectively. After defining the proper intersection of
multiple local sub-regions, the desired vehicle and end-
effector sub-regions, represented by the scalar function
fvj(dpvj) [ R and fmi(d

vpv,mi) [ R, respectively, can be
specified as follows [7, 12]

fvj(dpvj) =

f1(dpv1)
f2(dpv2)

..

.

fN1
(dpvN1

)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≤ 0 ⇔ fv(dpv) ≤ 0 (47)

fmi(d
vpv,mi) =

f1(dvpv,m1)
f2(dvpv,m2)

..

.

fN2
(dvpv,N2

)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≤ 0 ⇔ fm(dvpv,m) ≤ 0 (48)

where dpvj = (pv,dj − pv) [ R3 and dvpv,mi = (vpv,m,di −
vpv,m) [ R3 denote the continuous first partial derivatives.
pv,di(t) [ R3 is the reference point inside the jth desired
vehicle sub-region, j = 1, 2, . . . , N1 and vpv,m,di(t) [ R3 is
the reference point inside the ith desired end-effector
sub-region, i = 1, 2, . . . , N2; N1 and N2 are the maximum
number of vehicle and end-effector local sub-regions,
respectively. pv,dj(t) and vpv,m,di(t) can be obtained using
the similar method used in [10] such that end-effector
tracking as the primary task is achieved. Note that, (47) and
(48) imply the same boundedness of (20). Based on
Remark 3 and the equivalent definition of (21), (22)
and (24), a similar design procedure from the previous
section can be followed to define the general filtered
tracking error for the construction of an adaptive robust
control law. In this section, the sub-task tracking
error, the generalised orientation and filtered tracking
errors are represented by 6̃sub(t), 6̃ W [6̃0 6̃T

1 ]T and �r(t) =
[�rT

v (t) �rT
m(t)]T, respectively.
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Now, let the dynamic model of a UVMS given by (14)
and (15) contain unknown bounded disturbances,
Td [ R(6+n), such that

M (q)j̇+ C(q, j)j+ D(q, j)j+ g(hv, q) + Td = t (49)

and

M (q)j̇+C(q, j)j+D(q, j)j+ g(hv, q)+Td = Y (q, hv, j, j̇)F

(50)

Therefore it is clear that the adaptive-robust sub-region
control law in the form of

t = K0Kp6̃T + Kr�r + Y F̂+ vR (51)

will ensure the convergence of tracking errors 6̃pv(t), 6̃pm(t),
6̃1v(t), 6̃1m(t) and �r(t) to zero, given that K0 =
diag{RT

v , I3×3, J T
M } [ R(6+n)×12, Kp = diag{Kv1, Kv2I3×3,

Km1, Km2I3×3}R12×12, Kr [ R(6+n)×(6+n) is a positive
definite matrix and 6̃T = [6̃T

pv 6̃
T
1v 6̃

T
pm 6̃T

1m]T is the composite

vector vR = [vRv
vRm

]T [ R(6+n) is a generalised vector
representing an auxiliary robust controller defined by

vR = Y (·)1(t) (52)

with 1(t) is a generalised additional control input and Y (.) is
defined in (50). For each subsystem, it is assumed that the
positive scalar function r [ R is known a priori and
bounded by

r ≥ ‖�F‖ = ‖�F−F‖ (53)

where the vector F contains uncertain parameters. F̂ is the
estimate of the parameter vector which can be computed as
follows

F̂ = − 2

sr

e−sr tY T(·)�r +F (54)

Substituting (51) into (49) gives the closed-loop error system

M�̇r = −Y (·)F̃− Kr�r − K0Kp6̃T − C �r − D�r − vR (55)

The stability of the sub-region, orientation and sub-task
tracking control is specified by Theorem 2 as follows:

Theorem 2: Let the general components of sr given in (54) be
a positive constant; F defined in (54) be the lower bound of
uncertain parameter; and r be the upper uncertainty bound of
(53) are all assumed to be initially known. Thus, the adaptive-
robust control law described by (51), (52) and (54) with the
generalised additional control input defined by

1(t) = re−(sr/2)t (56)

ensures asymptotic sub-region, orientation and sub-tasks
tracking for the UV with a kinematically redundant on-
board manipulator given by (49) in the sense that

lim
t�1

6̃pv(t), 6̃pm(t), 6̃1v(t), 6̃1m(t), 6̃sub(t) = 0 (57)
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provided that the initial conditions are selected such that
6̃ov(0), 6̃om(0) = 0.

Proof: In order to analyse the stability of the error system
given in (55), the Lyapunov function candidate is defined
as follows

V1 = 1

2
�rTM�r + 1

2
r̃(t)T�Gr̃(t) + kv2[(1 − 6̃ov)

2 + 6̃T
1v6̃1v]

+ km2[(1 − 6̃om)2 + 6̃T
1m6̃1m]

+ 1

2
kv1

∑N1

j=1

bvj[ max (0, fvj(dpvj))]
2

+ 1

2
km1

∑N2

i=1

bmi max [(0, fmi(d
vpv,mi))]

2 (58)

where �G is a time-dependent, positive-definite diagonal
matrix. Note that, the last two terms can also be rewritten as

1

2
kv1

∑N1

j=1

bvj[max(0, fvj(dpvj))]
2 =1

2
kv1

∑N1

j=1

1

bvj

6̃pvj
T
6̃pvj

∂fvj(dpvj)

∂(dpvj)

( )T
∥∥∥∥∥∥

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

(59)

1

2
km1

∑N2

i=1

bmi max [(0, fmi(d
vpv,mi))]

2

= 1

2
km1

∑N2

i=1

1

bmi

6̃pmi
T
6̃pmi

∂fmi(d
vpv,mi)

d(dvpv,mi)

( )T
∥∥∥∥∥

∥∥∥∥∥
2 (60)

where

6̃pvj =
bvj

kv1

max (0, fvj(dpvj))
∂fvj(dpvj)

∂(dpvj)

( )T

6̃pmi =
bmi

km1

max (0, fmi(d
vpv,mi))

∂fmi(d
vpv,mi)

d(dvpv,mi)

( )T

Differentiating V1 with respect to time and taking (7), (10)
and (24) into account yields

V̇ 1 = 1

2
�rTṀ�r + �rT{Y (·)F̂− Kr�r − K0Kp6̃T − C�r − D�r − vR}

+ 1

2
r̃(t)TĠr̃(t) + r̃(t)T�Gr̃(t) + 6̃T

pvKv1Rv(�rvv
− lv1RT

v 6̃pv)

+ kv26̃
T
1v(�rvv

− lv26̃1v) + 6̃T
pmKm1 km26̃

T
1m

[ ]

× JM �rm − J
†
M

lm16̃pm

lm26̃1m

[ ]( )
(61)

with

r̃(t) = r(t) − r̂(t) = F̂−F− r̂(t) (62)

˙̃r(t) = ṙ(t) − ˙̃r(t) = ˙̂
F− ˙̃r(t) (63)
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where the parameter error F̃ and the upper bounding function
r̂(t) are assumed to be unknown. After applying Properties 2
and 3 and cancelling the common terms in (61), the upper
bound of the right-hand side of (61) can be defined in the
following form:

V̇ 1 ≤ −�rTKr�r − �rTD�r − 6̃T
pvKv1lv16̃pv − 6̃T

1vkv2lv26̃1v

− 6̃T
pmKm1lm16̃pm − 6̃T

1mkm2lm26̃1m

+ −�rTY1(t) − �rTYr(t) + 1

2
r̃(t)T �̇Gr̃(t) + r̃(t)T�G ˙̃r(t)

[ ]
(64)

Utilising (62) and (63), the bracketed terms of (64) can be
rewritten as follows

− �rTY1(t) − �rTYr(t) + 1

2
[r(t) − r̂(t)]T �̇G[r(t) − r̂(t)]

+ [r(t) − r̂(t)]T�G[ṙ(t) − ˙̂r(t)] = 0 (65)

Considering 1(t) as an estimated term of the uncertainty
bound, that is, 1(t) = −r̂(t), then (65) can be rewritten as

[r(t) − r̂(t)]T −Y T�r + 1

2
�̇G[r(t) − r̂(t)] + �G[ṙ(t) − ˙̂r(t)]

[ ][ ]

= 0 (66)

Taking (62) and (63) into account, the double-bracketed terms
of (66) can be manipulated as follows

− Y T�r + 1

2
�̇G[F̂−F− r̂(t)] + �G[ ˙̂F− ˙̂r(t)] = 0 (67)

Then

− Y T�r + 1

2
�̇G[F̂−F] + �G

˙̂
F− 1

2
�̇Gr̂(t) + �G ˙̂r(t)

[ ]
= 0 (68)

Separating (68) into two parts, yields

− Y T�r + 1

2
�̇G[F̂−F] + �G

˙̂
F = 0 (69)

− 1

2
�̇Gr̂(t) − �G ˙̂r(t) = 0 (70)

where (69) and (70) denote the solution for adaptive
parameter estimation law and robust parameter estimation
law, respectively. Let the positive-definite, diagonal matrix
�G and its derivative be chosen as follows [23]

�G = esr tInp
; �̇G = sre

sr tInp
(71)

where Inp
denotes the np × np identity matrix; np is previously

defined. Substituting (71) into (69), leads to

− Y T�r + 1

2
sre

sr t[F̂−F] + esr t ˙̂F = 0 (72)
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Dividing (72) by the factor e(sr/2)t and rearranging (72) yields

1

2
sre

(
sr t
2 )F̂+ e(

sr t
2 ) ˙̂F = e−(

sr t
2 )gT�r + 1

2
sre

(
sr t
2 )F (73)

After integrating both sides of (73) with respect to time, the
following expression is obtained

e(
sr t
2 )
F̂ = − 2

sr

e−(
sr t
2 )Y T�r + e(

sr t
2 )
F+ Ca (74)

where Y T and �r are assumed to be constant. Solving (74)
leads to the parameter adaptation law

F̂ = − 2

sr

e−sr tY T�r +F (75)

where the constant Ca is equal to zero if the initial condition is
F̂(0) = F. Now, substitute (71) into (70) to obtain the
following form

− 1

2
sre

sr tr̂(t) − esr t ˙̂r(t) = 0 (76)

Dividing (76) by the factor e(sr/2)t and rearranging (76) yields

− d

dt
e(

sr
2 )t r̂(t)

( )
= 0 (77)

After integrating both sides of (77) with respect to time, it
leads to the robust estimation algorithm as follows

− e
sr
2( )tr̂(t) = Cb ⇒ r̂(t) = −e−

sr
2( )t (78)

where the constant Cb is substituted by r and the following
initial condition is taken into account, r̂(0) = r. Based on
the structure of (75) and (78), it can be concluded that the
sum of the bracketed terms in (64) is always less than zero
and the new upper bound on V̇ is defined as

V̇ 1 ≤ −@Tkt@ (79)

where @(t) W �rT 6̃T
pv 6̃T

1v 6̃T
pm 6̃T

1m

[ ]T
denotes the

composite state vector and kt [ R is scalar constant. Based
on (79), the new upper bound on V̇ can be written as

V̇ ≤ −lmin{kt}‖@‖2 (80)

which implies that

∫1

0

V̇ (a) da ≤ −lmin{kt}

∫1

0

‖@‖2da (81)

Multiplying (81) by 21 and integrating the left-hand side
yields

V (0) − V (1) ≥ lmin{kt}

∫1

0

‖@‖2da (82)

Since V̇ is negative semi-definite as defined in (79), therefore
V is a non-increasing function and is upper bounded by V (0).
The inertia matrix M(q) is lower bounded as delineated by the
Property 1 and therefore V is lower bounded by zero. Since V
IET Control Theory Appl., 2011, Vol. 5, Iss. 5, pp. 721–735
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is non-increasing, upper bounded by V (0) and lower bounded
by zero, (82) can be rewritten as

lmin{kt}

∫1

0

‖@‖2da , 1 ⇔

''''''''''''∫1

0

‖@‖2da

√
, 1 (83)

The bound delineated by (83) means that the composite
vector @ is bounded. The following lemma permits one to
conclude the asymptotic stability:

Lemma 1: Let 6̃T = H(s)�r with H(s) an n × m strictly proper,
exponentially stable transfer function. Then, �r [ Lm

2 implies
that 6̃ [ Ln

2 > Ln
1, ˙̃6 [ Ln

2, 6̃ is continuous, and 6̃ � 0 as
t � 1.

For proof of Lemma 1, see [24].
The transfer function relationship between the position and

orientation tracking error and the filtered tracking error �r can
be established as follows [22]

6̃T(s) = H(s)�r(s) (84)

where s is the Laplace transform variable and H(s) is a strictly
proper asymptotically stable transfer function. Thus, utilising
Lemma 1, the position and orientation tracking error of the
closed-loop system given in (55) are asymptotically stable
which can be stated as �r [ Ln

2 ⇒ 6̃T [ Ln
2 > Ln

1, 6̃T [ Ln
2, 6̃T

is continuous and 6̃T � 0 when t � 1. However, the
velocity tracking error and the bounding estimate are only
guaranteed to be bounded. In addition, when �r(t) is regulated,
then the tracking error 6̃sub is also regulated and the control of
multiple sub-tasks can be achieved as t � 1. A

6 Multiple self-motion objective functions
of a UVMS

The proposed controllers in the preceding sections can
achieve sub-region tracking and still have the redundancy of
the UVMS available to perform a subtask. This means that
the self-motion of the kinematically redundant system is
available to perform at least one sub-task. For the UVMS,
there are several sub-tasks that can be monitored during the
motion, for example, manipulator manipulability, drag
minimisation, joint range limits to avoid mechanical breaks,
yaw angle to exploit the vehicle shape in the presence of
ocean current and optimising the restoring moments. The
weighted sum approach is utilised in order to formulate the
multiple optimisation criteria for the function H(q) defined
in (13). As in [25], an overall performance after selection of
proper optimisation criteria can be obtained as follows

H(q) =
∑l

i=1

aiHi(q) (85)

where ai is the weighting factor of the sub-task, H is the scalar
function expressing the ith desired performance criterion and
l is the maximum number of the self-motion (sub-task)
criteria. From (85), multiple sub-task prioritisations related
to the task can be achieved by adjusting the values of ai.

6.1 Manipulability measure or singularity
avoidance

The first sub-task objective is based on singularity avoidance
for the kinematically redundant onboard manipulator, in
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addition to the main sub-region tracking objective. The
manipulability measure is defined by [26]

H(q) =
''''''''''
det (JJ T)

√
(86)

where det(.) represents the determinant of the matrix and J is the
Jacobian matrix. If this measure is maximised, then redundancy
of the system is exploited to move away from singularities.
Note that, the vehicle is required to move only when the
manipulator itself is in undesired situations. On the other
hand, it is preferable to have a manipulator that can
reconfigure by itself without vehicle movement which also
results in a safe configuration. Fig. 4 illustrates a planar
framed view of the UVMS’s movement where the
manipulator is in a singular configuration (q2 ≃ 1808)
provided that no particular joint limit is enforced. When the
trajectory becomes very close to the vehicle body (i.e. from
region A to region B), the vehicle has to contribute to the
end-effector motion as shown in Fig. 4a or the redundant
joint of the manipulator has to be reconfigured in a dexterous
posture as in Fig. 4b in orderto avoid a singular configuration
that would occur if the second joint is retracted. A similar
situation could be presented for the outstretched case (q2 ≃ 08).

6.2 Joint limit avoidance

Owing to its mechanical properties, the joint angles of
the manipulator cannot be greater or lower, respectively,
than a specified maximum angle qimax

and a minimum angle
qimin

. Therefore it is important to consider the joint limit
avoidance as a sub-task for a redundant manipulator. As in
[27], the following performance function is selected

H(q) =
∑n

i=1

1

4

(qimax
− qimin

)2

Ci(qimax
− qi)(qi − qimin

)
(87)

where n is the number of robot joints and Ci is a positive number
defining the degree of strictness of the constraint for the ith joint.
Note that only the manipulator joints are weighted since there
are no physical limits on the vehicle’s DOFs. This pertinent
objective function automatically gives higher weight to the
joints approaching their limits and reaches infinity at the joint

Fig. 4 Planar view of the UVMS with its on-board manipulator in
singularity free configuration mode

a Restoring moments of vehicle are kept at high values
b Restoring moments of vehicle are nearly zero
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bounds. Accordingly, each term of the summation (87) takes
the value one when the robot is at the furthest angle from the
associated upper and lower joint limits and reaches infinity at
the limits. Moreover, this function offers normalisation on the
variation in the motion ranges.

Since the redundant joint has mechanical limit, then there is a
certain position where it involves the vehicle movement. Fig. 5
shows that in order to fulfill the end-effector trajectory up to
region D, the vehicle is desired to move because the second
joint is getting close to its mechanical limit (q2 = 1208).

Using the multi-performance criteria method, each sub-task
objective can be merged into a weighted sum to form an overall
objective. The weight gain of each sub-task can be
manipulated to change their importance in the robot’s
operation range. As a result, the two sub-task objectives of
manipulability measure and joint limit avoidance can be
merged via (85) to form the multi-task criteria. Assuming an
equal importance for these two objectives, then (85) can be
assigned as follows

H (q)= 0.5
''''''''''
det(JJ T)

√( )
+0.5

∑n

i=1

1

4

(qimax
−qimin

)2

Ci(qimax
−qi)(qi −qimin

)

( )

(88)

where is ai chosen as 0.5; l ¼ 2.

7 Simulation studies

In this section, simulation studies are presented to illustrate the
efficiency of the proposed controller. The simulation studies are
performed on a six DOFs UV equipped with a three-link arm
with revolute joints. The dynamic model of the ellipsoid-shape
vehicle is characterised by a parametric representation as in
[28]. For simplicity and presentation effectiveness, planar
motion is considered for the manipulator working in the
vertical plane; hence, the number of redundant DOFs of the
UVMS is one. The masses and lengths of the manipulator links
are set as mLi

= 3.38 kg and Li = 0.33 m where i ¼ 1, 2, and 3.
The links are cylindrical and the radius of each link is 0.05 m.

In the simulations, arbitrary constant values are used for
unknown parameters such as hydrodynamic damping
matrices and added masses. The values for added mass are
approximated to 50% of the link’s rigid inertia and the
hydrodynamic damping is assumed to be the summation of
linear and quadratic damping whose effects are non-coupled
with respect to other velocities. The regression matrix in
(29) is defined in the following form (see (89))

where subscripts v, m and r represent the vehicle and
manipulator and components of j, respectively. The

Fig. 5 Planar view of a UVMS with the second joint approaches
its limit (q2 ¼ 1208)
Y (q, hv, j, jr, j̇r, z, ż) = Yv(q, hv, j, jr, j̇r)6×19 06×10

03×19 Ym(q, hv, j, jr,m, j̇r,m z, ż)3×10

[ ]
[ R9×29 (89)
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constant parameter vector in (15) is constructed as follows:

F = F
T
v F

T
m

[ ]T
[ R29.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the controller
proposed in Section 4, the simulation is performed by
specifying a desired region for each sub-system using (18)
and (19). The control objective for the vehicle is to track a
desired spherical sub-region with a radius of gv. The centre
of the desired sub-region is moving in a straight line
trajectory in operational space. The end-effector is required
to execute a circular sub-region with a radius of gm. The
centre of the desired sub-region is moving in a line
expressed in the body-fixed frame. The desired spherical
and circular sub-regions are specified as follows

f (dpv) = (xvd − xv)2 + (yvd − yv)2 + (zvd − zv)2 − g2
v ≤ 0

f (dvpv,m) = (xmd − xm)2 + (zmd − zv)2 − g2
m ≤ 0

(90)

The system was initialised to be at rest at the following pose:

pv(0) = 2.2 0 −1.6
[ ]T

m, ev(0) = 0 0 0 1
[ ]T

and

qi(0) = p/2.75 −p/1.75
[

p/18
]T

rad. For comparison
purposes, H(q) was initially set to zero where there was no
restriction on the self-motion so that only the sub-region
tracking objective is enforced. Then, a single sub-task H(q)
was selected to maximise the manipulability as follows

H(q) = det (JM J T
M ) (91)

where det(.) represents the determinant of the matrix. Note
that there are no mechanical joint limits assigned in these
simulations.

Given that tf = 50 s, the spherical sub-region for the
vehicle in Simulation 1 is kept stationary at

xvd

yvd

zvd

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ =

2.2
0

−1.6

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦[m] (92)

The trajectory of the centre of the circular sub-region for the
manipulator in Simulation 1 with respect to the body-fixed
frame is defined as follows

xmd

zmd

[ ]
=

0.69 + 0.01(2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p

−0.05 + 0.18(2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p

[ ]
[m]

(93)

Meanwhile, the trajectory of the centre of the spherical sub-
region for the vehicle in Simulation 2 is specified as

xvd

yvd

zvd

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ =

2.2 − 0.22(2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p
0

−1.6 + 0.01(2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦[m]

(94)

The trajectory of the centre of the circular sub-region for the
manipulator in Simulation 2 is similar to that of (93). The sub-
regions for both simulations are set to gv = 0.05 m and
gm = 0.09 m. For the best performance, the controller gains
are tuned to Kp ¼ diag{208 208 208 33 99 99 42.5 42.5
42.5} and Kr ¼ diag{100 100 100 30 90 90 85 85 85}.
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Fig. 6 shows the desired sub-regions and actual paths for
the vehicle and end-effector in 3-D operation space.
Initially, the joint errors are non-zero owing to mismatch in
the restoring torques compensation. It converges to zero at
the final state configuration regardless of the sub-task. The
importance and the effect of the sub-task on the UVMS can
be seen in Fig. 7, and from the manipulability index given
in Fig. 8. In Fig. 7, the initial pose of the UVMS is
indicated by the thicker black line with the final vehicle
pose shown. The actual trajectory tracking for the end-
effector and vehicle are indicated by the other thick black
lines with the reference lines also indicated inside the sub-
regions. The yellow lines are intermediate poses of the
UVMS. As observed in Fig. 7a, both subsystems track their
individual region. However, owing to the uncontrolled self-
motion of the system, the manipulator is retracted when the
end-effector trajectory requires the displacement to be very
close to the vehicle body. In this case it is clear that arm
singularities occur when q2 � −p rad, which is undesirable
and the arm should not even come close to such a
configuration. Therefore the vehicle needs to change its
position and orientation to achieve the tracking objective.
However, more energy is needed to move the vehicle. In
order to overcome this drawback, the sub-task of keeping
the manipulator in dexterous configurations is considered.

Using the manipulability measure of (91), the singular
configuration is avoided; hence the end-effector can move
dexterously in its sub-region even if the vehicle and the
end-effector sub-regions are very close to each other as
shown in Fig. 7b. In addition, only the manipulator is

Fig. 6 Desired sub-region and actual tracking trajectories for both
simulations

a Simulation 1
b Simulation 2
‘ × ’, ‘V’ and ‘EE’ mark the initial position, vehicle and end-effector,
respectively
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Fig. 7 Comparison of two UVMS configurations in planar plane

a No sub-task tracking
b Manipulability measure to avoid a kinematic singularity (q2 ≃2p rad)
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needed to complete the tracking task while keeping the UV in
a stationary mode. Therefore the energy usage for the UVMS
system is reduced significantly compared to the one without
the sub-task as illustrated in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the quaternion-based vehicle orientation
tracking error during simulation with no sub-task in
Fig. 10a and with the manipulability measure in Fig. 10b.
The quaternion tracking errors are asymptotically stable
withthe real parts of error ẽov tending to unity and the
imaginary parts of ẽ1v tending to zero in parallel with the
controller properties even for different forms of vehicle
orientation.

In the previous simulations, it is assumed that the UVMS is
free from an additive bounded disturbance and the tracking
control law only performs a single sub-region and sub-task
criteria. Next, simulation studies have been considered for

Fig. 8 Changes of the manipulability measure for each simulation
Fig. 9 Required forces, moments and torques in Simulation 1 (dash–dot lines) and Simulation 2 (solid lines)
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an adaptive-robust tracking controller with multiple sub-
regions and sub-tasks criteria. In marine environments, it is
difficult to determine the effect of ocean currents on the
underwater system accurately and they are subject to change
in different operating areas. These effects can be included
in the dynamic model (14) by considering the relative
velocity vvr between the vehicle and ocean current in the
equation of motion [14]

vvr = vv − Jvvc (95)

where Jv is defined in (7) and vc is the velocity of ocean
current expressed in the inertial fixed frame. Note that in
(95) only the vehicle motion is largely affected by the
presence of the ocean current owing to its dimensions.
Therefore the equations of motion (14) can be written as

t = M (q)j̇r + C(q, jr)jr + D(q, jr)jr + g(hv, q) (96)

where jr = vvr q̇
[ ]T

denotes the generalised coordinates
with the ocean current term. Since (96) requires the current
measurement for dynamic compensation purposes, an
alternative approach can be considered where the current
effect acts as a time-varying additional disturbance tc and

Fig. 10 Quaternion-based vehicle orientation tracking errors for
both simulations

a Simulation 1
b Simulation 2
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can be included in (14) that leads to [28, 29]

t− tc = M (q)j̇+ C(q, j)j+ D(q, j)j+ g(hv, q) (97)

where (97) is identical to the expression of the dynamic model
(49) in view of the fact that tc = Td . In order to verify the
robustness of the proposed adaptive robust controller, a
unidirectional ocean current is defined as follows

vc = [0.3 + 0.03(sin(0.5t)) 0 0 0 0 0]T [m/s] (98)

Furthermore, H(q) is selected as a combination of two
different sub-task objectives that can be represented in the
following function

H (q)= 0.5(det (JM J T
M ))+0.5

∑n

i=1

1

4

(qimax
−qimin

)2

Ci(qimax
−qi)(qi −qimin

)

( )

(99)

where the first term in (99) is chosen to maximise
the manipulability and the second term attempts to
ensure that the optimal link configuration is given

by 1
4

∑n
i=1(qimax

− qimin
)2/(Ci(qimax

− qi)(qi − qimin
))

( )
; Ci =

0.25 0.5 0.25
[ ]T

, qimax
= 2.10 rad and qimin

=
−2.10 rad; n ¼ 3. Based on the multiple sub-regions
approach, the vehicle is required to track the intersection of
two spherical sub-regions with radii gv1 = 0.18 m and
gv2 = 0.20 m defined by

fv1(dpv1) = (xvd1 − xv)2 + (yvd1 − yv)2 + (zvd1 − zv)2 −g2
v1 ≤ 0

fv2(dpv2) = (xvd2 − xv)2 + (yvd2 − yv)2 + (zvd2 − zv)2 −g2
v2 ≤ 0

(100)

The centres of both spherical sub-regions are assigned at the
same point where a lower radius gv1 acts as an inner sub-
region while a higher radius gv2 acts as an outer sub-region.
Therefore their trajectories expressed in the inertial fixed
frame can be specified as

xvd1

yvd1

zvd1

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ =

xvd2

yvd2

zvd2

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

=
2.2 + (2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p

0
−1.6 − (2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ [m]

(101)

where tf = 50 s. Meanwhile, the end-effector is required to
track the intersection of two circles sub-regions with radii
of gm1 = 0.20 m and gm2 = 0.25 m defined by

fm1(dvpv,m1) = (xmd1 − xm)2 + (zmd1 − zm)2 − g2
m1 ≤ 0

fm2(dvpv,m2) = (xmd2 − xm)2 + (zmd2 − zm)2 − g2
m2 ≤ 0

(102)

The centres of the two circles move in a line expressed in the
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body-fixed frame and are specified as follows

xmd1

zmd1

[ ]
= xmd2

zmd2

[ ]

= 0.69 + 0.01(2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p
−0.05 + 0.18(2pt/tf − sin 2pt/tf )/2p

[ ]
[m]

(103)

where tf is previously defined. During the entire simulation,
the desired orientation trajectory for the vehicle is constant.
Initialisation of the system follows from the previous
simulation.

The controller gains are chosen to be, Kp ¼ diag{200 200
200 40 90 90 55 55 55} and Kr ¼ diag{2.0 2.0 2.0 1.33 1.0
1.0 0.64 0.64 0.64}.The positive constants (45) and (46) are
set to 0.8 for the inner sub-regions and 0.2 for the outer
sub-regions. Since an adaptive robust controller is enforced
for the vehicle only to reject the disturbance of ocean
current, sr is selected as 0.01 and the value of r is
initialised to 30. All the estimates of the lower bound of
vehicle parameters are set to zero. The sub-region tracking
paths of the vehicle and manipulator’s end-effector in the 3-
D operation space are presented in Fig. 11, while Fig. 12
shows the effect of the multiple sub-tasks on the UVMS
with a planar plane presentation. As can be seen in Figs. 11
and 12, both subsystems start inside their individual inner
sub-regions and they initially move out from the sub-region
owing to the effect of unidirectional ocean current.
However, they converge into their individual sub-region
intersections at the steady state regardless of the multiple
sub-tasks. Note that, since the end-effector position is
vertically controllable, the position in the sway direction

Fig. 11 Desired sub-region and actual tracking trajectories

‘X’, ‘V’ and ‘EE’ mark the initial position, vehicle and end-effector,
respectively

Fig. 12 UVMS configuration with multiple sub-region and sub-
task criteria in a planar plane
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follows the position of the vehicle. Figs. 12 and 13 show
the consequence of the multiple sub-tasks objectives that
are formulated in (99). The manipulator has to reconfigure
itself in a dexterous posture in order to keep the second
joint within a safe working configuration as can be clearly
seen in Fig. 13a. The manipulator is outstretched at q2 ≃ 0
[rad] and the vehicle is required to move to avoid this
singular configuration. Similarly, the second joint reaches
its mechanical joint limit at q2 = +p/1.5 [rad] which also
requires vehicle movement. Therefore it is preferable for the
manipulator not to move close to these critical situations
when it can be achieved using the self-motion tracking.
Meanwhile, Fig. 14 depicts the vehicle orientation tracking

Fig. 13 Manipulator tracking control with multiple sub-task
objectives

a Joint position for an on-board manipulator when q2 is kept away from its
mechanical limit (q2 ¼ 21208) and kinematic singularity (q2 ≃ 08)
b Performance index of multiple sub-task objectives

Fig. 14 Quaternion-based vehicle orientation tracking errors
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errors with the quaternion representation converging to zero
for 6̃1v and unity for 6̃ov after a short initial transient period.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, a non-linear controller was designed for a
UVMS that achieves exponential sub-regions, attitude and
sub-task tracking. Two sub-regions for tracking are
specified for the UVMS, that is, vehicle sub-region and
end-effector sub-region. By the use of a filtered tracking
error-like term, all tracking objectives are ensured to be
asymptotically stable using the proposed controller. The
applied control strategy uses the pseudo-inverse of the
manipulator Jacobian and does not require computation of
the inverse kinematics. Moreover, the extra DOF of the
onboard manipulator are used in the control law to perform
a sub-task; i.e. drag minimisation, obstacle avoidance,
manipulability or avoidance of mechanical joint limits. An
extension to an adaptive-robust controller that achieves the
tracking under the influence of modelling uncertainties and
an additive disturbance is also performed. In addition, the
formulation of multiple criteria is shown when the system is
subject to multiple sub-task tracking objectives. Simulation
results are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed controllers.
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